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you should get acquainted with the iPad. Despite ... knots, and the present position is shown as a red dot since the iPad ... Get the most from your glass cockpit. 
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MAX TRESCOTT BETTER PILOT / TRENDS ALOFT



The iPad in the Aviation World A great value for pilots



IF YOU ALREADY OWN an iPhone, then you know the iPad is similar except its screen is eight times larger and it doesn’t include a phone. If you don’t own an iPhone—and I don’t since AT&T lacks network coverage at two locations where I spend a lot of time— you should get acquainted with the iPad. Despite some shortcomings, it’s an effective tool for performing many aviation tasks in and out of the cockpit. Plus, you’ll end up with a laptop substitute that weighs just a pound and a half and connects to the Internet most anywhere. There are two iPad versions. One is Wi-Fi only and costs $499 and up, depending upon how much memory is in the unit. Pilots will need the 3G version, which starts at $629 and includes a builtin GPS, Wi-Fi, and 3G for Internet connectivity most anywhere if you pay a monthly fee that can be as low as $15 per month. The iPad display is highly readable in ﬂight except in direct sunlight. Then you may see reﬂections and glare; it seems to lack the anti-glare coating found on glass



. . . you’ll end up with a laptop substitute that weighs just a pound and a half and connects to the Internet most anywhere. cockpit displays. Some users report that frequent touching smudges the iPad, so they wipe the display several times a day. I left mine in the plastic bag it came in; it still works well and stays clean. Apple says iPad operation is limited to 10,000 feet, though I know of one flight at 11,500 feet where it didn’t overheat. In flight, 3G Internet connectivity worked some of the time, but not reliably enough to count on the iPad for in-flight weather information.



Aero Charts (CONUS) displays an active flight plan with red lines. The groundspeed is displayed in the lower left as 0 knots, and the present position is shown as a red dot since the iPad wasn’t moving when this image was created.
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Some pilots report loss of GPS signal and position data while using the iPad in ﬂight. On the few ﬂights I made that didn’t occur. I suspect the issue is iPad placement within the cockpit. I use the iPad on a Tech Board iPro Kneeboard, which places it lower in the cockpit, potentially shielding the GPS antenna. A possible alternate solution is a suction cup-based iPad holder from Ram Mount that places the top of the iPad, where its antennas are located, closer to the windshield for a better view of GPS satellites. The iPro Kneeboard is aluminum with a hinged cover that protects the front of the iPad when you’re not viewing it. It includes a Velcro strap for securing it to your leg and a clip on the cover for holding notes or charts. At $149, it’s not cheap, but it provides peace of mind that your iPad won’t break if dropped. It’s also a great carrying case, and I leave my iPad in it all the time. APPLICATIONS



Some aviation applications for the iPad are free, but most must be purchased. If you have an iPhone, all apps purchased for it will run on the iPad at no extra cost, though they won’t quite fill the iPad’s larger display. Some apps are modified for the iPad, and a few companies charge more for their iPad versions. Brad Oliver has a comprehensive list of iPhone and iPad applications on his www.AviatorApps.com website. Broadly speaking, there are two kinds of apps: 1) Point solutions that are lower cost and do a few things well, and 2) Integrated apps that do most everything, albeit for a higher cost. Brad has identiﬁed more than a dozen categories of point solutions including calculators, charts and maps, checklists, ﬂight planning, logbooks, training materials, and weather. The iPad’s large screen is perfect for displaying maps and charts, and I expect sales of paper charts to decline as more pilots buy iPads. There are two sources of free government instrument approach plates. Both require a PDF reader, like



Meet VP-X



The electronic circuit breaker system that integrates with your EFIS Get the most from your glass cockpit The VP-X uses proven electronic circuit breakers to simplify wiring and provide advanced electrical system capabilities. Monitor the status of individual devices and the entire electrical system right from your EFIS. Avionics, lights, trim, and ﬂaps can all be controlled using standard switches or the EFIS. Works with many popular EFIS products!



VP-X Highlights • Monitor the status and current draw of each circuit from the EFIS display • Eliminate thermal breakers • Detect a failed landing light, boost pump, or other circuit • Solid-state trim control system including runaway trim protection and variable-speed trim • Solid-state flap control including intermediate flap stops • Landing light wig-wag



Input from switches



EFIS



Wire directly to avionics, radios, GPS lights, pumps, ﬂaps and trim motors



VP-X aﬀordably priced at $1800.00 Learn more at VerticalPower.com 505.715.6172 Copyright © 2010 Vertical Power Inc. All rights reserved. Multiple patents pending.
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WindSock showing that a 60-degree right crosswind is almost equal to the wind speed.



AeroWeather is a free application that brings up METARs, TAFs, and Google Maps images of any airport.



GoodReader, which I downloaded for $0.99. You can download the charts at www.PDFPlates.com or www. NACOmatic.com. The plates are in long ﬁles, so searching for the right chart takes longer than with integrated apps, but the charts are free. Government charts are not geo-referenced, so you won’t see your aircraft’s position on them. Jeppesen has announced it’ll have an iPad chart application later this summer. For $20 each, Aero Charts (CONUS) and SkyCharts Pro are remarkable values that pay for themselves quickly if you buy fewer paper charts. Both show sectional and instrument ﬂight rules airway chart data, though in different ways. Aero Charts renders the charts in graphics, which requires less memory, so chart data for the entire United States is downloaded with the application and displays even when you have no 3G connectivity. Other Aero Charts features include nearest airports, ﬂight
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY MAX TRESCOTT



plans with multiple waypoints, and a horizontal situation indicator showing deviation from your ﬂight plan. It also shows all airspace altitude limits for any location you touch and leaves a breadcrumb trail showing the path you’ve ﬂown. SkyCharts Pro digitizes the actual sectional, terminal area, and low-altitude IFR charts you might buy. When you have 3G connectivity you can see any chart. When you don’t, you’ll only see charts that you previously selected and downloaded onto your iPad. These charts take up more memory than the Aero Charts application, but that’s not an issue with the iPad’s large memory. The only downside to this approach is that if you forget to download a chart that you’ll need, you may not be able to access it in ﬂight, since 3G doesn’t connect reliably from the air. Other SkyCharts Pro features include METARs and TAFs, which you can display by touching a circle drawn near an airport that has weather data available. Again, if you’re in the air, you might not be able to access this weather feature if the iPad can’t connect to the 3G network. There’s also a feature that lets others track your ﬂight on a website where your position is updated every three minutes via 3G.



SkyCharts Pro was one of the few products with terminal area charts; its zoom capabilities were among the best. Touch an airport and you can bring up METARs and TAFs.



The Tech Board iPro Kneeboard straps to your leg and has a hinged cover that protects the iPad when you’re not viewing it.
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I found pros and cons to both solutions. Neither system uses a moving map; with both you’ll “fly off the chart” and need to periodically re-center the map. I found it a little easier to spot the airplane symbol showing my location on Aero Charts (CONUS). Yet I liked the additional detail you can see on SkyCharts Pro’s sectional charts, like roads and rivers. But don’t agonize over which of these mapping apps to buy; they’re inexpensive so get both.



But don’t agonize over which of these mapping



...with confidence. Its not just the crystal clear synthetic vision, the comprehensive autopilot coupling, vertical steering, flight director, or hundreds of other details that makes GRT Avionics the perfect choice for IFR flight. It is the confidence that comes from hundreds of thousands of hours of proven performance. Designed by experienced aerospace engineers. IFR proven. Expect nothing less from GRT. Primary Flight Display with synthetic vision Moving Map with shaded relief terrain Graphical Engine Monitor with EGT history Dual AHRS - Auto-cross check. No degradation with loss of an AHRS; no need to revert to partial panel backup. Synthetic Approach with highway-in-the-sky to any runway Extensive Lateral and Vertical autopilot coupling expands autopilot functionality. 8 serial ports in/out, 8/14 analog inputs/outputs, ARINC 429 for today and built-in growth for tomorrow. XM Weather, TIS Traffic, Stormscope, ADS-B, and much more...



Dual AHRS/Air Data Computer



AVIONICS



Grand Rapids Technologies, Inc.



616 245-7700 GRTAVIONICS.COM



apps to buy; they’re inexpensive so get both. I am still testing three major integrated aviation solutions and a fourth that should be watched in case it becomes one. All cost approximately $75 to $100, and three of the companies sent me beta versions of impending releases and information about future features. The three integrated applications are ForeFlight, SkyRadar, and WingX. ForeFlight and WingX are similar to each other and include moving maps, instrument approach charts, weather briefing, DUATS, and flight planning. SkyRadar (formerly SkyScope) provides a moving map, METARs, and TAFs but can also connect to a $1,200 portable ADS-B receiver and receive flight information system-broadcast weather products in areas with ADS-B service. The fourth application is Garmin’s Pilot My-Cast, a weather app. But given Garmin’s dominance of the GPS industry, it’s hard to imagine it won’t grow to become a fully integrated aviation application. If you’re using any of these four apps, tell me what you think of them. I’ll cover them in full detail next month. Max Trescott, EAA 531980, is an aviation author and publisher and was the 2008 National CFI of the Year. Read more of his evaluation of iPhone and iPad applications at www.MaxTrescott.com.
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